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Success is **not** the key to happiness.

**Happiness is the Key to success.**

If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.

-Albert Schweitzer-
What a wonderful life I’ve had! I only wish I’d realized it sooner.

Colette
A truly happy person is one who can enjoy the scenery while on a detour.

Author Unknown
Seeking happiness,
I passed many travelers
headed in the opposite direction,
seeking happiness.

Robert Brault
There can be no happiness if the things we believe in are different from the things we do.

Freya Stark
Happiness is when what you THINK, what you SAY, and what you DO are in harmony.

Mahatma Ghandi
Plenty of people miss their share of happiness, not because they never find it, but because they didn’t stop to enjoy it.

William Feather
Some cause happiness wherever they go; others whenever they go.  

Oscar Wilde
The best years of your life are the ones in which you decide your problems are your own. You do not blame them on your mother, the ecology, or the president. You realize you control your own destiny.

Albert Ellis
Nothing brings you happiness but yourself.

Emerson
Success is not the key to happiness.

Happiness is the Key to success.

If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.

Albert Schweitzer